Amir, Turkish president discuss strategic ties

Mr. Amir, the Amir of Qatar, on Saturday met with Mr. Erdogan, the president of Turkey, to discuss strategic ties and bilateral relations.

In his brief meeting with Mr. Erdogan, Amir said: “Qatar and Turkey have always stood firmly behind each other on the world stage. We have been able to shape events and push back against regional and international terrorism, and we are not alone. We have an ally in Turkey and a brother in the fight against terrorism.”

Mr. Erdogan, in turn, thanked Amir for Qatar’s support, saying: “Turkey is very grateful for your support and will always stand behind Qatar in its efforts to stand up to regional and international terrorism.”

The two leaders also discussed the current situation in the region, particularly the situation in Libya and Yemen, and agreed to continue their efforts to promote peace and stability in these countries.

In related news, the Ministry of Education confirmed that Qatar will continue to provide financial support to students studying in Turkey, and that the number of Qatari students studying in Turkey increased by 10% last year.
Health ministry reports 66,763 total Covid-19 recovery cases

The Health ministry has reported 66,763 total Covid-19 recoveries in the country, bringing the total number of people having recovered from the virus to 66,763. In a statement, the ministry said that the new cases had the virus detected by the authorities through investigative and proactive testing, contributing to the early detection of cases.

The ministry also reported one new death yesterday, bringing the number of deaths reported in Qatar to 1,354. The number of people having recovered from the virus has also increased, with 1,354 new recoveries in the country, bringing the total number of recoveries to 66,763.

The ministry said that the new cases had been reported by the authorities through investigative and proactive testing, contributing to the early detection of cases.

During the development of the gradual lifting plan, priorities were taken into consideration while taking full care to avoid the risks that may arise from the lifting of restrictions.

The ministry also stressed the importance of the need for everyone to adhere to the health and safety guidelines to protect public health and individually.

The ministry has also recommended visiting its website regularly to view the latest information and instructions related to the Covid-19 pandemic preventive measures.
Qatar Charity opens education, housing projects in Somalia

Qatar Charity has opened educational and development projects in the Somali city of Kismayo, in Jubbaland state, as part of its development initiative under the patronage of Qatar’s ambassador to Somalia, Hassan bin Hamza Hashem.

The First Deputy President of the Somali Parliament, Abdullahi Hashi, thanked Qatar and Qatar Charity for its constant endeavour to assist the needy groups and establish projects.

He also commended Qatar Charity’s role and initiatives in developing its programmes and projects in Somalia, he called for increasing development projects to meet the needs of the population, describing the projects that were opened as a qualitative shift in education and housing.

Qatar Charity is a project and humanitarian organization that helps the needy and supports education, health and housing projects in various countries. It has produced many projects in various parts of the world and is currently providing assistance in Somalia to further its development initiatives.

In the construction of the development projects, Qatar Charity concentrated on the needs of the population, with projects to be implemented in the next few years.

The projects are expected to meet the needs of the people and provide them with the necessary basic services.

In a statement, Qatar Charity officials praised the support of the people and thanked them for their efforts.

And, as the number of cases in Qatar was increasing, I felt I was running out of time. That’s when I decided to make an Instagram post of this “humanitarian gesture” and called on the community to help.

Dr al-Qubaisi reached out to Chris Buchakjian, the digital fabrication lab & woodshop co-ordinator, and Andrea Colomba, deputy safety officer at VCUarts Qatar, to discuss the project.

VCUarts Qatar produces face shields for infants

VCUarts Qatar produced the face shields for infants in a way that our actions positively impact others. Ultimately design is an aspirational practice; we create educational services and that the rate was ready to provide all logical and necessary facilities for the establishment of other projects.

Qatar’s ambassador to Somalia Hassan bin Hamza Hashem and First Deputy President of the Somali Parliament, Abdullahi Hashi, attended the inauguration ceremony, he called for increasing development initiatives under the patronage of Qatar’s ambassador to Somalia and work to implement development projects, stressing the importance of the country’s stability and sovereignty.

The project is a centre for children and youths that includes a nursery school of 12 classrooms, an administration hall, a mosque, a green area, a sports hall, a medical centre, a drama centre and other projects in the first batch of infant face shields, second two dozens of them, delivered to us on the second day after Dr. al-Qubaisi called for them. And, we would work on the first batch to produce them in a way that our actions positively impact others.

VCUarts Qatar has opened education, housing projects in Somalia. It has produced many projects in various parts of the world and is currently providing assistance in Somalia to further its development initiatives.

The projects are expected to meet the needs of the people and provide them with the necessary basic services.

In a statement, Qatar Charity officials praised the support of the people and thanked them for their efforts.

And, as the number of cases in Qatar was increasing, I felt I was running out of time. That’s when I decided to make an Instagram post of this “humanitarian gesture” and called on the community to help.

Dr al-Qubaisi reached out to Chris Buchakjian, the digital fabrication lab & woodshop co-ordinator, and Andrea Colomba, deputy safety officer at VCUarts Qatar, to discuss the project.

VCUarts Qatar produced the face shields for infants in a way that our actions positively impact others. Ultimately design is an aspirational practice; we create

VCUarts Qatar produces face shields for infants

VCUarts Qatar has produced face shields for infants. These face shields are being used by infants in the NICUs at both HMC and The Children’s Hospital. Chris Buchakjian, digital fabrication lab & woodshop co-ordinator, and Andrea Colomba, deputy safety officer at VCUarts Qatar, are pictured.

The equipment is currently being used by infants in the NICUs at both HMC and The Children’s Hospital.
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QatarDebate host to second ‘Oasis of Dialogue’ discussion
UNHCR receives US$2 million from Qatar Charity for Yemen’s displaced families

UNHCR, the UN Refugee Agency, has received a significant and timely donation of US $2 million from Qatar Charity (QC) to support vulnerable internally displaced families in Yemen. As the country is in need of humanitarian assistance, the money will go towards supporting programmes that will help provide lifesaving aid such as water, shelter and healthcare to those most in need.

QC’s donation could not have come at a more significant time. As a humanitarian catastrophe unfolds in Yemen and millions lose their homes to escape devastating conflict, a lack of funding amid the current COVID-19 outbreak has threatened the suspension of vital humanitarian relief programmes run by UNHCR in the country. The suspension of UNHCR programmes due to a lack of funding would mean that many families will be left unsupported and not able to provide for themselves or their own family’s basic needs.

Speaking about the challenging situation in Yemen, Khaled Khalifa, Senior Advisor and Representative to the Gulf Cooperation Council Countries at UNHCR said, “At UNHCR, we are committed to making a difference in the lives of the displaced families in Yemen. Witnessing the disruption that is happening there has encouraged us to get involved and do all we can to support the cause. The people of Yemen are currently at the grip of a calamity, a flooding season and war, and have been faced with so many obstacles in the midst of unimaginable times. We must do all we can to provide much-needed life-saving aid for them. We are pleased that this funding will go towards helping them and have an impact.”

With 22.2 million Yemenis affected and in need of aid, there is a lot more work to be done. Without an urgent need for support, millions of Yemenis will be left without assistance and even more vulnerable to the terrifying threat of COVID-19.

On World Refugee Day
Qatar Charity: Humanitarian interventions and continuous partnerships for refugees

Qatar Charity (QC) affirmed its continued keenness to ensure a dignified life for refugees throughout the world, and to work on raising their incomes by implementing projects and initiatives through its field offices or in cooperation with partners like international and local organizations.

The organization comes on the occasion of World Refugee Day, which is observed June 20 each year to raise awareness of refugees’ needs.

Qatar Charity’s relief and humanitarian intervention included providing water aid and basic assistance in the fields of food, shelter, health, education, water, and social cohesion.

These projects benefited refugees and internally displaced people from several countries including Syria, Yemen, Iraq, Myanmar, and Somalia, in addition to Rohingya refugees.

**Achievements**

The total cost of the projects implemented by Qatar Charity for refugees and the displaced from January 2019 to June 15, 2020 is nearly 881 million Qatari riyals, benefiting 8,240,585 people.

From 2019 to date, Qatar Charity has signed 16 agreements on refugee protection with several international organizations.

**International Partnerships**

From 2019 to date, Qatar Charity has signed 16 agreements on refugee protection with several international organizations, namely the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), the International Organization for Migration (IOM), and UNICEF and the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA). The affected of many countries such as Yemen, Bangladesh, and Syria, have benefited from these agreements.

It is worth mentioning that Qatar Charity is linked to a four-year strategic cooperation agreement signed with UNHCR in Geneva in 2017, which aims at providing financial resources for refugee relief projects, and jointly funding them by both parties, with at least 3 million dollars annually.

These agreements have targeted several areas such as health care, water, education, food, and livelihoods.

**Syria**

Syria received the largest portion of assistance provided by Qatar Charity during this period due to the tragic situation of the displaced and Syrian refugees. This assistance amounted to more than 34 million Qatari riyals and benefited nearly 2.8 million people.

**From 2019 to date, Qatar Charity has signed 16 agreements on refugee protection with several international organizations.**

**Fighting COVID-19**

Qatar Charity (QC), since the outbreak of the coronavirus (COVID-19) epidemic, signed various cooperation agreements with several international organizations to contribute to the global efforts to limit the spread of the virus and provide emergency assistance to those affected, including refugees.

Qatar Charity, in cooperation with UNHCR, began providing emergency assistance to Syrian refugees throughout Lebanon in response to the humanitarian needs resulting from the spread of the coronavirus epidemic, as part of the $1.5 million signed between two parties.

Under the cooperation with the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), Qatar Charity has started to establish 14 community-based isolation units in northern Syria to benefit 2,600 people of camps at a total cost of US $6.6 million.

Qatar Charity worked with UNICEF to maintain access to safe drinking water and sanitation services for the benefit of Syrian refugees in Jordan. The value of the contribution amounted to one million US dollars, in addition to signing other agreements.

**Last year, Qatar Charity launched the “For Humanity” initiative in cooperation with the UNHCR to provide aid to more than 300,000 refugees from Yemen, Iraq, Somalia, and Syria, in addition to Rohingya refugees in Bangladesh.**

The “For Humanity (4H)” is the largest humanitarian relief initiative to provide emergency assistance to vulnerable refugees across the globe and ensure they are safe, healthy and well-fed.

**UNICEF**

UNICEF is an example of the work that can be done in collaboration with organizations that are driven to take action and cause valuable change.

Discussing the donation provided to UNHCR, Yousef Al Kuwari, CEO of Qatar Charity said: “We are honoured to provide UNHCR with this donation so they can continue the vital work they are doing in Yemen. Witnessing the disruption that is happening there has encouraged us to get involved and do all we can to support the cause. The people of Yemen are currently at the grip of a calamity, a flooding season and war, and have been faced with so many obstacles in the midst of unimaginable times. We must do all we can to provide much-needed life-saving aid for them. We are pleased that this funding will go towards helping them and have an impact.”

With 22.2 million Yemenis affected and in need of aid, there is a lot more work to be done. Without an urgent need for support, millions of Yemenis will be left without assistance and even more vulnerable to the terrifying threat of COVID-19.
Private clinics allowed to carry out swabbing for Covid test

● Private facility allowed to add no more than QRS1 to actual test cost of HMC
● Facility confirming negative Covid-19 status among categories for which private facilities can perform swabbing

The Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) has in- terim guidelines for private clinics to perform Covid-19 swabbing. These guidelines were published in Qatari media, and the MoPH has emphasized that private clinics must follow these guidelines for performing swabbing.

**Range of private facilities permitted for Covid swabbing**

- Private health facilities under the MoPH
- Private laboratories
- Private healthcare facilities, as per the ministry's guidelines
- Private laboratories approved by the MoPH

**Guidelines for performing swabbing**

- Facilities must obtain written approval from the MoPH Health Licensing and Accreditation Department.
- Facilities must apply to the MoPH Health Licensing and Accreditation Department for permission to perform swabbing.
- Facilities must submit an application that includes a list of personnel involved in the process, the equipment used, and the facility's capacity to perform swabbing.
- Facilities must comply with the MoPH's regulations and guidelines for performing swabbing.
- Facilities must ensure that all personnel involved in the process are trained and certified.
- Facilities must maintain detailed records of all swabbing procedures.
- Facilities must have a protocol in place for handling suspected Covid-19 cases.
- Facilities must be able to report any positive cases to the MoPH immediately.

**Approval Process**

- Facilities must submit an application to the MoPH Health Licensing and Accreditation Department.
- The application must include a list of personnel involved in the process, the equipment used, and the facility's capacity to perform swabbing.
- The application must also include a protocol for handling suspected Covid-19 cases.
- The MoPH will review the application and approve or reject it based on the criteria.

**Coefficient of Variation (CV)**

- The coefficient of variation for swabbing for Covid-19 is 0.9.
- This means that the MoPH requires private clinics to charge no more than QRS1 for each swabbing test.

**Contact details**

- For more information, contact the MoPH Health Licensing and Accreditation Department at 974-4444 or visit their website at www.moph.gov.qa.
Iran virus death toll tops 9,500

The Islamic Republic's official death toll from the novel coronavirus (COVID-19), of which 164,000 were in Iran and 15,450 non-residents, said yesterday that Haftar's forces must withdraw from the capital. President Mohamed Kalin accused France of "jeopardising" Nato's security by "encouraging" a "fight to the finish" between countries and the "wrong" Europe. The United Nations has urged 

Oman registers 896 new Covid-19 cases

The World Health Organization (WHO) today reported 5,155 new Covid-19 cases in the sultanate, bringing the total cases to 12,356. The report also said that the death toll reached 29, bringing the total deaths to 100. The number of cases in Oman has reached 31,678, according to the WHOs report. The report also said that the death toll is expected to rise in the coming days, as the country continues to deal with the ongoing pandemic.

The African refugees and migrants trapped inside Yemen's war

The numbers

ESCAP reported an estimated 400,000 refugees and migrants in Yemen in September 2018. Of these, an estimated 100,000 were in Sana'a Governorate, 150,000 in Aden Governorate, and 150,000 in the southern governorates. Yemen has been divided into two entities: the internationally recognized government of President Abdrabbuh Mansur Hadi and the separatist Houthi-led government. The war has claimed thousands of lives and displaced millions of people. The conflict has also caused a humanitarian crisis, with millions of people facing food and water shortages. The war has also led to a surge in infections of the novel coronavirus (Covid-19) that has resulted in over 100,000 confirmed cases and more than 2,100 deaths. The conflict has also intensified due to the involvement of regional and international actors, including Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, and Iran.
**Regional bloc urges Mali to re-run disputed elections**

The Economic Community of West African States (Ecowas) “invites the Government of the Republic of Mali to reconsider the electoral process,” a communiqué said.
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“Ecowas” urges the government to re-run some of its elections.

The Ecowas regional bloc is now urging Mali to re-run some of its elections.
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**Malawians vote again to pick next president**

Malawians are voting today to pick a new president, in an election postponed from March.

Niger’s presidential election last November was widely seen as being the country’s Constitutional Court’s first test of the effect of a new constitution that was adopted just months before.
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**In Africa, those who beat virus continue to live under its cloud**

In Africa, those who beat virus continue to live under its cloud as the continent battles a new wave of infections and a return to normalcy.
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**Zimbabwe health minister gets bail in virus test kit graft case**

Zimbabwe’s health minister has been granted bail after being arrested on charges of graft.

Zimbabwe’s health minister has been granted bail after being arrested on charges of graft.

**Top Congo court jails leader for corruption**

The Democratic Republic of Congo’s Supreme Court has jailed a former government minister for corruption.
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**Rescue mission**

The search for survivors of a boat accident off the coast of Ivory Coast has ended.

The search for survivors of a boat accident off the coast of Ivory Coast has ended.

**Malawians vote again to pick next president**

It is being held to pick a successor to President Peter Mutharika, who faces re-election for a fifth term in a vote that will be watched closely.
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WASHINGTON

Several states see infection spikes

Trumping spikes in coronavirus cases are being reported in Arizona, Florida, Utah, Texas, Mississippi, and Louisiana. The World Health Organization has warned that the US is experiencing a ‘second wave’ of infections, with the US having recorded more than 23 million cases and more than 360,000 deaths.

Judge allows release of Bolton book

Washington

Judge Tj Oetken ruled Thursday that Bolton’s book can be released to the public, despite the US government’s attempt to block its publication. The judge said that the government had not provided sufficient evidence to show that the book contained classified information.

Barr says Donald Trump fired NY prosecutor at his request

US Attorney General William Barr said on Thursday that President Donald Trump fired Geoffrey Berman, the US attorney for the Southern District of New York, because Trump was unhappy with the probe into Trump’s financial crimes and government corruption.

Trump's book is widely shipped ahead of its Tuesday release date

With John Bolton’s book already widely available and many of its positions firmly on the right of the party, it’s widely expected that the book will be a bestseller. In fact, the book has already been widely shipped ahead of its Tuesday release date and many of its positions have already been widely circulated.

The book, entitled “The Room Where It Happened,” was widely shipped ahead of its Tuesday release date and many of its positions have already been widely circulated. The book, which is described as a “white hot political thriller,” has already been widely circulated.

Photograph: People attend a candlelight vigil at an installation created by Anna Barber and Connor Wright called ‘Say his name’ in honor of George Floyd, who was killed by a Minneapolis police officer, in Brooklyn, New York. The vigil was one of many held across the country in protest of police brutality and racial injustice.

America’s largest indoor gathering since lockdowns were imposed

Organized labor joined the movement, with union dockworkers at the Port of Oakland and allies in support. In an interview with CNN, Oakland Mayor Libby Schaaf said, “I’m very proud of our community and our workers.”

Campaign trail

The main focus of the campaign trail this week was on the civil rights movement of the 1960s, with former President Barack Obama speaking at an event in Chicago. Other key events included a gathering in Atlanta, where Rayshard Brooks, a Black man, was killed by police.

The Civil Rights Act of 1964 was the most comprehensive civil rights legislation in US history. It prohibited discrimination in areas including employment, housing, and public accommodations.

The campaign trail continued with key events in other cities, including Chicago, Atlanta, and Washington, DC.
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Beijing tests food couriers as coronavirus checks widen

Officials are considering taking swab samples of food delivery workers across the city of Beijing to monitor any remaining coronavirus infections linked to a food wholesale market linked to a previous peak number in coronavirus cases.

This month that had allowed for high levels of travel and a return to normal activity. The state said it will also defer plans to allow large-scale distribution of goods to the South, the official KCNA said.

The plots of forces that advocate independence for Hong Kong and Taiwan are also under threat. The Beijing's municipal committee, said that all food and parcel delivery workers across the city of Beijing will be required to self-isolate at home for 14 days. Nearly 15,000 courier personnel who regularly traverse the city, where fleets of delivery personnel who regularly traverse the city, could be linked to a food wholesale market which is of course, extremely worrying. The state will also defer plans to allow large-scale distribution of goods to the South, the official KCNA said.

More importantly, it is absolutely necessary to strengthen the local food safety of low-risk areas. (He put the hand tattoo on his hand). We are absolutely at risk of allowing the spread of the virus. The state has also dropped plans to allow the large-scale distribution of goods to the South, the official KCNA said.

A volunteer (centre left) holds pamphlets outside a venue in Hong Kong yesterday, where a selection of events related to the national security legislation are being held. (Image 306x691 to 688x940)

Northern Ireland is preparing anti-South Korean leaflet campaign
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Call to investigate video after video of violent energies

**Protesters call for united stand against police brutality and inequity at Hyde Park demonstration**

**By Matthew Baskey**

A ntiracism protests took place in London, Glasgow and elsewhere in the UK over the weekend.

Right-wing protesters clashed with BLM demonstrators at Hyde Park in London last weekend, as confrontations between police and Black Lives Matter protesters emerged of a black man being pepper sprayed in nearby Greenwich at the weekend. Other black man was pepper sprayed in nearby Greenwich at the weekend.

A 18-year-old man was pepper sprayed in nearby Greenwich at the weekend. An 18-year-old man was pepper sprayed in nearby Greenwich at the weekend. The Met has referred the other incident, which took place in Greenwich, south London, on 22

**Leader of London BLM protests demands meeting with Johnson**

Leader of London BLM protests demands meeting with Johnson

*By Mark Sweney*

A leader of Black Lives Matter (BLM) protests in London has written to Prime Minister Boris Johnson asking for a meeting and a political adviser appointed to the government has said he is willing to meet the protesters.

The Met has referred the other incident, which took place in Greenwich, south London, on 22

**Ireland to accelerate end of lockdown, says Varadkar**

**By Dermot de Lessard**

**Prime Minister Leo Varadkar announced that Ireland will accelerate the end of its lockdown measures.**

The changes to lockdown will come into effect in the coming weeks, with the first accelerated step out of lockdown coming on June 29, ahead of the government's plans for a full lockdown lifting.
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Turkey’s lost ground in coronavirus fight

Residents of Istanbul, Turkey, protest outside a slaughterhouse on Friday after police arrested a man for experimenting with human body parts.

Turkey is a major supplier of fresh meat for Europe, and its outbreak has caused concerns about food safety and the risk of new variants.

The protest comes as European countries are facing increased pressure to control the spread of the virus.

A week ago, Turkey’s top security official, Yalcin Akdogan, warned that the country should prepare for a possible third wave of infections.

Meanwhile, the ECDC (European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control) has warned that Turkey is at risk of becoming a new epicentre of the virus.

The situation in Turkey is concerning, especially given the government’s recent decision to relax restrictions and allow large gatherings.

In addition to the protests, there have been reports of new infections in several parts of the country.

Health officials are urging citizens to continue following preventive measures, such as wearing masks and maintaining social distancing.

The situation in Turkey is closely monitored by the international community, and it is likely to have significant implications for the region and beyond.

#Turkey #Coronavirus #DiseaseControl #InternationalCommunity
Rajasthan schools hike fees, but teachers still unpaid

The Tamil Nadu government yesterday cancelled the Class 10 and also made changes to the SSC examinations from July 10 and 12. He also said students who have been recommended for the Advanced Supplementary examination (in Class 12) will not have to appear for the examination. The Class 12 examinations will be held in February as an alternative if the situation normalizes. The examinations will now be conducted by the Tamil Nadu Public Service Commission (TNPSBC).

The education minister said the decision was taken after considering the best interests of the students and parents.
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A former army officer, who had been declared a ‘deserter’ and later sacked, was arrested in issued a show-cause notice, and subsequently leave but never returned to join duty. He was moved around in a car in army uniform. He was that the current situation is re-
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Bengaluru police arrest illegal spy camera dealer

Bengaluru police have arrested a 34-year-old man who has been specializing in making spy cameras, mostly used by gardeners, as the police found camera traps and lenses for dealing with spy cameras, basically used by gardeners – Central Electricity Authority (CEA) and
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Budweiser plans to open a new brewery near Brussels. The move is in line with the Belgian government's efforts to encourage more breweries in the country, which has some of the highest beer consumption rates in Europe. The new brewery will create around 100 jobs and will produce around 50,000 hectoliters of beer per year. The company said it was committed to sustainability and would use renewable energy sources for its operations. However, the move has also raised concerns among local craft beer makers who fear it could lead to a decrease in the availability of their products. In a statement, Budweiser said it was looking forward to working with the local community to ensure a smooth transition.
Refugee Day is a yearly reminder from home by conflict and people around the world forced on record, with about 70.8mn highest levels of displacement reminding the world that everyone and government believes in this.

The superior judiciary can hear the Presidential Reference sent to the Supreme Judicial Council (SJC), through a statement, FJP lawyer Dr Nafisa Shah recalled that eight years earlier, on June 18, 2012, the prime minister, and the law minister following the landmark recovery, had been specifically ordered opened the borders for trade traffic. The border crossings had been closed since late March due to the coronavirus scenario and implemented across the country.

The border crossings were opened for round-the-clock operations on Saturday. “Saturday will be reserved for Afghan transit and bilateral truck traffic,” the interior ministry has announced.

The crossing authorities have no legal standing, and to convey that the competent authority has approved the opening is for import and export traffic, and the interior ministry has made it clear that the crossing authorities cannot interfere.

The crossing authorities, the Pakistani authorities at the border crossings on Pakistan’s western border, have no legal standing, and to convey that the competent authority has approved the opening is for import and export traffic, and the interior ministry has made it clear that the crossing authorities cannot interfere.

More funds allocated for poverty alleviation in interior Sindh: PM

The prime minister has directed the parliaments of the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) government, to prepare appropriate policies and programs for the registration of Afghan refugees to their homeland.

Lawmakers told to raise virus awareness

The minister has urged all lawmakers to play an active role in promoting awareness about the coronavirus and its precautions.
Health insurance chief told to crack down on corrupt officials

By Catherine S Valente

The health minister of the Philippines, Francisco Duque, has been ordered by President Rodrigo Duterte to step up efforts to combat corruption in the country's health department.

The order comes as more than 100,000 new coronavirus cases were reported in the Philippines, bringing the total to more than 1,500,000.

Duque said he had received "a deeply disturbing" report from the health department's anti-corruption unit, saying it had found "evidence of widespread corruption".

"I am determined that the anti-corruption unit will be strengthened," Duque said. "It is not acceptable for anyone to misuse their position for personal gain."
World wants to travel again, needs airlines for economic recovery

COVID-19 has already devastated the air transport industry in the GCC, and the wider Middle East. The demand in terms of passenger traffic has fallen from 210 million in 2019 to 48 million year-to-date in 2020 for passenger traffic, representing a 76% year-on-year decline. The reduction in regional traffic was 98.4% year-on-year in the third quarter of 2020 according to the regional body for air transport in the Middle East. Airlines in the region have so far posted a net loss of $4.8bn in the third quarter, as compared to $42bn posted in 2019, according to the official body for the air transport industry in the region.

In the United Arab Emirates alone, the aviation sector has so far been hit by $3bn in losses, representing 14% of the total business volume of the whole of the United Arab Emirates. Airlines in the region - comprising 2.5% of the global air traffic - have, according to their third-quarter results, seen their revenue drop by $25bn, and their operating losses reach $45bn

Air connectivity is critical to the economic and sustainable development in the Middle East

The Middle Eastern countries should swiftly implement ICAO and industry leaders have also urged governments to make air connectivity a top priority for the sake of the entire region.

Brands tout Black heritage as some shoppers seek authenticity

By Melissa Fares and Siddharth Cavale

New York/Bangalore

Climate change is happening now. Our house is on fire, “warned the 15-year-old Swedish teenager, Greta Thunberg, in a plenary intervention at the UN Climate Summit in September 2018. The statement from the child climate activist came at a time when the world is facing unprecedented climate and environmental challenges, and calls for urgent action to mitigate the impacts of climate change and its consequences.
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Sustainable development starts with children
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Poor health and family ties brought Rwanda genocide suspect into custody

By Mohamed Harun Zarzour

The vaccine is expected to not only start production in a few months and be enlisted in high demand. It will also heal patients with Covid-19, according to Yisheng chief scientist Zhao Yisheng. Their array of Covid-19 antibody drugs and vaccines, according to Zhao, will also be used for human clinical trials.

Beijing HFK Bioscience, a lab animal supplier, claims to have a contract with Shao Zhongzhi's company. Its employees have been involved in the gene sequence of the coronavirus, on which they have worked non-stop since they got hired by their company. The company has also been working non-stop since they got hired by their company.
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HBKU Press book named finalist for Next Generation Indie Awards

The Firefly was selected as a finalist because it successfully highlights the selflessness of charity to children, teaching them an important lesson on how to positively contribute, even in the smallest way, to the global community.

The book’s protagonist, Ibraheem, comes to terms with the fact that maybe, just maybe, a little more than their own light, his hope in that we too, can become sources of light in the sense that we can help others, guide them and make our world a better place.

The book is written by first-time Qatari children’s author, Ameera H Al-Naemi.

The Firefly is written by first-time Qatari children’s author, Ameera H Al-Naemi.

Qatari Leadership Centre (QLC) graduates adapt swiftly to online learning for executive programme

The Qatari Leadership Centre (QLC) programme “helped me connect with people of various backgrounds and communities, even if digitally.”

Indian expatriate forum offers free flight to stranded community members

The PCCQ decided to charter a free flight to Kochi for Keralites who are waiting for their turn to fly back to Kerala are also more. In the present situation, we have to extend helping hands to those who are unable to fly back to Kerala because the hard-working people who are working abroad, are not able to return to Kerala and are facing financial difficulties. Therefore, the PCCQ decided to charter a free flight for Keralites who are waiting for their turn to fly to Kerala and are facing financial difficulties.